
IPTV workshop

Introduction

The goal is to setup a media distribution / IPTV workshop to explore how the Nordic NRENs can mutually benefit from existing solutions, ongoing projects, 
plans, resources etc.

Plan

It is the plan to gather all relevant individuals from the Nordic NRENs (under NORDUNET) in this area to explore the potential, and setup a framework. 
Videoconference will constitute the first meeting(s) before the actual workshop. Virtual means of collaboration will be important.

Introduction
This is an area that needs more focus and more
emphasis. This is an initiative to do exactly that.

The aim
How the Nordic NRENs can mutually benefit from existing
solutions, ongoing projects, plans, resources etc.

Expected results
1. Cross boarder collaboration
2. Clarification
3. Better grounds for decision making
4. Great services for users

Existing
What are the existing good use cases, and which
solutions are behind good use cases.

Coming
Which systems are planned for implementation

Future
Which solutions can we plan for the future. What does the future hold?
We expect that existing and proved use cases, will be an
interesting starting point. What are the good examples?

Action points from the pre videomeeting: ( )raw minutes

Interesting links from the meeting:

1. Interesting solutions and projects to include in the first workshop

UNINETT: Ingrid: examples at the university level (their exeriences).
SUNET: Markus: examples at the university level.
SUNET: Johan: examples of federated solutions.
UNINETT: Otto: status on open standards.
FUNET: Vesa: Examples of media distribution of and IPTV solutions.
Janet IPTV solution?: Would they like to present their experiences?
UNINETT IPTV: experiences so far.
Mediamosa representatives: Presentation - - http://www.mediamosa.org/node/208665

2. Collaboration needs and tools used for collaboration: which tools do we use and how do we coordinate

Adobe Connect Pro
Wiki

3. Time and place for the workshop

?

Suggested dates for initial videoconference

http://doodle.com/u4prqzhkc7zwkfxs
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https://portal.nordu.net/display/NORDUwiki/minutes-20110104
https://portal.nordu.net/display/NORDUwiki/Links
http://www.mediamosa.org/node/208665
http://doodle.com/u4prqzhkc7zwkfxs
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